IIEP Vol.9 REPORT

On Friday December 13, 2019, the long anticipated 9th Ito International Exchange Party (IIEP) was held.
Around 50 students, both international students and domestic students, joined in for an evening of exciting games
and cultural exchange. Eight volunteer members worked very hard and they did great jobs in planning, arranging
and organizing the event.

The party began with “speed dating” to break the ice. With only one minute per circle rotation, students quickly
asked each other questions, trying to learn as much as possible about one another in the short amount of time.

After ice-breakers, the true game began. Students played “miming game.” Participants were separated into 4 teams.
Each team was given a scenario to mime out. One group mime out the given scenario and the rest of 3 teams
guessed what the scenario was to win points. Can you guess from the photos what they are acting out???

The next game was “Trivia”. The volunteer member prepared 10 questions like
‘how approximately many kinds of cheese are there in France?’ Then each team
write answers on the little white board after 30 seconds discussion time. If the
answer was correct, they got points.

The last game “Untangle” was also played at IIEP Vol. 8. Students tangled up their arms then grabbed hands with
their team members. The challenge: untangle everyone’s arms and create a circle without letting go of each other’s
hands. It was definitely a true test of teamwork, communication, and creative problem solving.

After all warm-down games while the points are being tailed, students moved to the last game “theme talk”. Seated
around tables with drinks and snacks, students had a chance to relax while engaging in leisurely discussion.
After theme talk, the event was nearly to the end and the time for group photos. IIEP Vol. 9 was truly a fun-filled
evening with nothing but smiles and laughter all around. All were able to experience and enjoy this time of
exchange, trying new challenges, and having new conversations with new friends. Students and volunteers alike are
eagerly looking forward to the next international exchange party to come.
In the end, we appreciate very much for the tremendous work and support of volunteer members -Martin, Michael,
Fluk, Flore, Julie, Eri, Hinano and Yui.

IIEP Vol. 10 is coming in spring 2020!
Let’s have fun together!!!

